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HHS LAWSUIT

HEADLINES
Unpacking net
neutrality

REMAINS IN LIMBO

The FCC’s reclassification of broadband Internet service as a public utility ensures that
the Internet is not divided into “fast” and
“slow” lanes by media companies. Page 3

How to stand it

Taylor, co-plaintiffs granted temporary
relief from ACA contraceptive mandate
David Adams

Co-Editor in Chief

Why eat at the DC when you can
stand around and talk? Page 4

Studio art observed

Seniors show off their creations for the
studio art show, premiering tonight and
running until spring break. Page 6

The O-ther side

A second look at First Year experience
reinforces servant leadership and
commends program director. Page 7

Rewriting the
record books

Several school records were
smashed at NAIA Indoor National
Championships. Page 8

Graphic illustrated by Matthew Morse

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals has not ruled in Taylor’s case.
Once it does, the losing side will have two appeal options at the circuit court level or could appeal to the Supreme Court

Taylor awaits a decision from the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th
Circuit in its lawsuit against the
federal government. A decision is
expected any time in the next few
weeks to a few months, according to
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF)
attorney Greg Baylor, who is representing Taylor and its co-plaintiffs
in the case.
University officials declined to
comment on the legal proceedings.
The university and three other religious nonprofit organizations filed
the lawsuit in October 2014 in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Colorado. The organizations, since joined
by the ADF itself and Asbury Theological Seminary, seek relief from the Affordable Care Act (ACA) mandate that
employer health insurance plans pay
for certain contraceptives the nonprofits consider abortifacients.
ACA established fines of $100 per
day per affected employee if an employer fails to offer contraceptive
coverage, according to Taylor’s original complaint. Vice President for
Business Administration Ron Sutherland said in November that this would

total $30 million annually for Taylor.
In response to the organizations’
initial complaint, U.S. District Judge
Philip Brimmer denied their request
for temporary relief on November 26,
2014, according to an order filed by
the court.
Taylor and its co-plaintiffs appealed this decision to the 10th Circuit, and judges David Ebel and
Terrence O’Brien granted them temporary relief from the ACA mandate
on December 19.
The order required the plaintiffs to
“inform the Secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS) in writing that
they are non-profit organizations that
hold themselves out as religious and
have religious objections to providing
coverage for contraceptive services,”
according to the filing.
After the organizations notified
HHS, the government would be prohibited from enforcing the mandate
pending further order from the 10th
Circuit. Baylor said all six organizations notified HHS of their objections,
preventing them from being subject
to the fines.
Proceedings in the case are on hold
until the 10th Circuit rules in three similar cases against the federal government.
Lawsuit continues on page 2
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Public relations majors are trained
to be effective communicators, often working to promote awareness
of businesses and corporations. The
Taylor chapter of Public Relations
Student Society of America (PRSSA)
hopes to support themselves, raising
awareness for its newly founded club.
The group set a goal of $5,000 and
plans to use the funds to create new
networking opportunities, go on field
trips to job shadow public relation
professionals and attend regional
PRSSA conferences.

As of Thursday night, the campaign
has raised $900 or 18 percent of its
goal, according to its Propel fundraising website.
Morgan Riessen, a junior public relations major and current vice president of the club, stated that the target
audience for the fundraiser is alumni
of Taylor working in the public relations field. “They see the value of PRSSA,” she said. “We try to reach out to
them because they understand it and
would support it.”
So far, 20 people have donated, a
few of whom are parents of the Taylor students who are involved with
PRSSA and Taylor media communication professors.
The club of about 15 members
formed in March of 2014. The members—the majority of whom are PR

Photgraph provided by PRSSA

Members of TU PRSSA create a promotional video for their campaign.

majors—already pay an annual $50
fee to receive networking benefits and
invitations to events from the national PRSSA.

According to Riessen, the Taylor
chapter’s mission is to allow PR students to get hands-on experience
PRSSA continues on page 2

Correcting, clarifying statements made in “N-O group”
Opinion from March
6 edition contained
misleading information
The Echo Staff
Editor’s Note: The Echo extends our
apology regarding the Opinion piece
“N-O group,” which appeared in the
March 6, 2015, edition of The Echo. It
contained misinformation. The tone
mocked the student leadership position, dressing it down to “glorified
camp counselors.” And, worst of all,
it hurt individuals and groups within
our community.
For the pain and disrespect inflicted
upon Director of First Year Experience
and assistant professor Shawnda Freer, O Cabinet and O Leaders past and

present, we ask for grace. You bring
value to our community, and we devalued you. You bring guidance to our
first days, and we undermined you.
We’re sorry, and we want to earn
your trust back, beginning with the
article below, which corrects the misinformation that appeared in the
aforementioned Opinion piece.
The “N-O group” Opinion piece in
last week’s edition of The Echo contained a number of misleading or
inaccurate statements. The Echo
clarifies and corrects those statements based on information provided by Shawnda Freer.
The Opinion article stated that
Taylor as a whole, the Student Development office or the O Cabinet had

responsibility for hiring O Leaders.
Freer makes final hiring decisions for
O Leaders, with input from O Cabinet members.
In the “Offer incentive” section of the
Opinion piece, the author referenced
only the application and interview portions of the O Leader selection process.
Freer clarified that she takes a number
of factors into account in making hiring
decisions, including GPA, recommendations submitted on behalf of the student,
other leadership positions, fall commitments, disciplinary situations and “overall fit within the team.” Similar factors
are considered in the hiring process for
other leadership positions on campus.
The “Offer incentive” section suggested “a more even risk/reward ratio”
as one solution to the stated problem.

GROCERIES • MEATS • PRODUCE • VIDEO
RENTALS
Helium Balloons!
Greeting Cards!
Housewares!
Gift Cards!
Dollar Deals!
Postage Stamps!
General Merchandise!

Freer said O Leaders are volunteers,
adding, “Taylor has always emphasized intrinsic motivation over external rewards, and this is especially
true in student leadership.”
The Opinion article also stated,
“(The) hiring season here at Taylor is
still young.” The hiring season began
with Leadership Networking Night in
November, and most position selections take place before spring break.
The author said she had 13 O Leader recruitment emails in her trash.
This count included emails from last
year. Freer said six emails were sent in
February through Student Development to freshmen, sophomores and
juniors, adding that the first four of
those emails are “a routine recruiting
practice” in February.
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Ambush of policemen triggers
manhunt in racially tense Ferguson
reuters.com

bbc.com/news

Fraternity probe broadens amid more
claims of racism
bigstory.ap.org

UPCOMING BROWN BAG LUNCHEONS
March 17, Braden room A: Judge Mark Spitzer, circuit court of Grant County
March 23, Braden room A: Brian Calfano, policy advisor of LA Human Relations Commission
April 7, corner of Isley: Raymond Scheele, co-director of Bowen Center for Public Affairs
April 23, Braden room A: Mitch Harper, attorney, former state representative and Ft. Wayne mayoral candidate
April 28, Braden room A: Tom Lehman, IWU economics professor
May 7, Braden room A: Jacob Everett, Blackford County director of economic development
May 12, Braden room A: Jeff Wallace, TU chief of police

Graphic illustrated by Matthew Morse

Organizers hope that educational lunches hosted by the Political Science Department increase student’s civic engagement.

Lawsuit continued from page 1
must pay for the contraceptives
Baylor believes the outcome in these to which they object because so
cases will likely determine how the court many cases are progressing through
will rule in Taylor’s case.
the courts.
More than 50 non-profit cases repA three-judge panel of the 10th Circuit will decide the outcome of the uni- resenting 140 plaintiffs, including 30
versity’s lawsuit. Whether Taylor and universities, have been filed across
its co-plaintiffs or the government los- the country, according to the Beckes, each side will
et Fund for Rehave three options
ligious Liberty’s
No matter the outcome of count. Religious
for appeal.
They can ask
Taylor’s case, Baylor ex- organizations
have won injuncthe panel to repects the Supreme Court tions against the
view the case if
government in 31
they believe the
will ultimately decide
cases so far.
judges made a
mistake or if oth- whether religious nonprofit
The Supreme
er cases with opCourt has not yet
posing outcomes organizations must pay for agreed to hear
are decided.
the contraceptives to which any of these casThey can also
es. On Monday
they object. . . .
ask the 10th Cirthe court nullicuit to rule en
fied the Seventh
banc, meaning the full court will re- Circuit’s decision to deny the Univerview the case.
sity of Notre Dame’s request for relief
The third option is to appeal to from the mandate.
the Supreme Court. Neither the
The Seventh Circuit will reconsid10th Circuit nor the Supreme Court er the case in light of the Supreme
is required to hear the organiza- Court’s June 2014 decision in Burtions’ appeal.
well v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. In
No matter the outcome of Taylor’s that case, the Supreme Court ruled
case, Baylor expects the Supreme 5–4 that the family-owned business
Court will ultimately decide wheth- was not subject to the mandate in
er religious nonprofit organizations light of its religious views.
PRSSA continued from page 1
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

Frozen sequel announced by Disney

Hungry for politics?

in their future field. “(We get to) see
what a PR person does on a day-today basis,” she said.
In its first year, PRSSA has hosted several guest speakers to give
students insight to the field and to
provide networking contacts. Additionally, the group traveled to Bohlsen
and Borshoff, two PR agencies near
Indianapolis. They also went to the
statehouse to get a taste of government PR.
Several members participated in the
Public Relations Society of America’s
(PRSSA’s parent organization) “HalfDay with a Pro” event. The students
experienced a day in the life of PR professionals from various companies and
then attended a luncheon to mingle
with other Indiana PRSSA chapters.
For Taylor PRSSA club secretary and
junior Lauren Wills, the monthly club
meetings have had a positive impact
both socially and educationally. They
are a time for her to grow closer to
other PR majors and absorb practical
knowledge about her future career.
“I am able to learn the lingo of PR,”

“But this is a practice that can help you out in the
long run, both in being a good steward and caring
for others but also if you want to save money when
you’re out of college.”

Wills said. “How to talk about our
career. (I learned) different ways and
unique ways to promote a product
and a company.”
Wills admits it is difficult to get outsiders excited about the club’s campaign, but sees the value of a Taylor
education and involvement in PRSSA.
“There is a lot of bad press out
there, and it is easy for companies to
spin it in a way that benefits them,”
she said. “But I believe Christians can
almost purify it and keep everyone
honest and keep it true and ethical.”
Even if students can’t contribute
monetarily to the fund, Riessen said
they can still support the cause.
“One practical thing (students)
could do would be to share our video
or share our campaign on social media. They might have connections to
Taylor that we don’t have,” said Riessen. “If friends could just raise awareness that we are an organization that
would be really helpful.”
For more information about the
club and its campaign, visit: https://
propel.taylor.edu.

Indiana Tech bowling team
bus overturns on 65
indystar.com

Luncheons provide expert
advice on political issues
Ellen Hershberger
Contributor

This semester the Political Science Department is hosting 11
campus-wide “brown bag” luncheon seminars featuring a variety of guest speakers. Stephen King,
professor of political science and
international relations, invited experts ranging from a Grant County
judge to Taylor’s very own police
chief. This series provides an opportunity for local leaders to inform and equip students to be a
part of their communities.
“I wanted students to be aware
of the role that they can have within their state and local governmental and political spheres of influence,”
King said.
Each luncheon occurs in a banquet room of the DC from 11 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m. The guest speaks for
about 25 minutes, then answers
questions. Four luncheons have already taken place.
On March 5, political journalist
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Major nations hold talks on
ending U.S. sanctions on Iran
reuters.com

Craig Ladwig discussed how to make
informed and balanced decisions in
the political arena.
“That’s something you’re all capable
of doing as college seniors and underclassmen,” he said. “And that in turn
will make you much better choices.
Your careers will go better. And all
these things are common sense, but
sometimes it takes somebody who’s
got 40 years of experience to say
you’re on the right track.”
Freshman Brecken Mumford attended the seminar hosted by Ladwig.
“We’re going to be the next generation. We are going to be able to
vote, we are going to be able to control what happens,” she said. “If we
don’t educate ourselves on what the
system is supposed to look like and
what we’re supposed to do about it,
then I think that’s really dangerous.
So I think everyone should go.”
Information about each speaker is
provided in student announcement
emails each week. King encourages all
students and faculty to attend.
“I think it really has a very strong
learning experience,” King said, “but
there’s a practical learning experience
to it as well. That’s the goal.”

Power off, power up
Energy Competition
offers prizes and
environmental awareness
Julia Oller
News Co-Editor

Darkness shrouded residence hall
lobbies and hallways this week, but
it wasn’t #tupoweroutage2015.
The competition began Monday
and continues until March 20. The annual Energy Competition allows students a chance to compete for cash
prizes while practicing sustainability.
Taylor Sustainability Assistants (SAs)
recorded the typical energy use of
each dorm the week before the competition, and the maintenance department tracked water usage. They
will continue to monitor the readouts
throughout the competition in order
to observe change.
The residence hall that shows the
greatest reduction in energy use by
the end of the competition will win
$500. The second and third place
halls will also receive money. The
amount has yet to be determined. The
midway standings will be posted in
the DC today, and the winner will be
announced next Friday.

Elise Wetherell, graduate assistant
for sustainability, said that each halls
usage is measured against itself, giving everyone a fair chance at winning
the competition.
“It doesn’t matter if you’ve got a
dorm that does terrible in general or
a dorm that’s really great at energy
conservation,” Wetherell said.
This is her first year at Taylor,
and Wetherell said that upon arriving on campus she heard from
students concerned that there was
sabotage—such as turning on the
showers in other dorms—involved
in previous competitions. If a student is caught cheating, his or her
dorm will be disqualified.
Wetherell hopes that the competition will be fun, but even more importantly, she wants to see students
create long-term habits that extend
beyond these two weeks.
“Some people go to extremes to
win, which is great,” she said. “But
this is a practice that can help you
out in the long run, both in being a
good steward and caring for others
but also if you want to save money
when you’re out of college.”
For the last two years, Gerig Hall
won the competition due to residents’

willingness to go the extremes
Wetherell mentioned. Doing homework in the dark might save the most
energy, but according to sophomore
SA Meghan Sulka, there are plenty of
easier ways to practice environmental responsibility.
She suggests unplugging power
strips, setting thermostats several
degrees lower and showering in the
amount of time it takes to listen to
a song.
Sulka recognizes that two weeks
worth of sustainability efforts won’t
make much of a dent in Taylor’s overall energy usage, but she believes that
it’s a good place to start.
“Sustainability is involved in your
everyday life more than you think,”
she said.
Wetherell agreed that the purpose
is more important than the prize.
“In the end, I don’t care about the
competition,” she said. “I care about
people understanding that these
ideas are more important than that.”
To receive competition updates and
tips on practicing sustainability, follow @tu_sustainability on Instagram
or like the Taylor University Sustainability Facebook page.

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

Students unplug for energy saving and cash prizes during the Energy Competition.
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Taylor, Indiana universities adapt
to new dyslexia education rules
REPA III affects incoming
education majors,
dyslexia House bill
currently in the Senate
Erika Norton

Co-Editor in Chief

This article is the second in a two-part
series examining dyslexia legislation
and education in Indiana.
With an Indiana House bill reaching
the Senate floor next week for the
third time, universities across the
state are keeping an eye on pending
Indiana dyslexia legislation, including Taylor.
Though House Bill 1108 was postponed during Wednesday’s Senate
hearing due to a possible amendment, administrative rule REPA III
(Rules for Educator Preparation
and Accountability) is already being phased into many university
programs. The aim of HB 1108 is to
define dyslexia within the Indiana
education code and require training
for teachers to recognize the signs
of dyslexia.
The Indiana State Board of Education passed REPA III on Jan. 16,
which requires universities to provide education majors instruction
in child reading interventions that
are direct, explicit and multisensory.
“That direct, explicit, multisensory
(part) is important because one of the

things we know about a dyslexic child
is that the use of these teaching techniques is absolutely critical to helping
the child overcome the limitations
created by their dyslexia,” said Indiana State Board of Education member Brad Oliver.
The board passed this policy because, in many instances, untrained
teachers fail to spot children with
dyslexia. Appropriate interventions,
like the kind required by REPA III,
are not applied, according to Oliver.
“The thing about structured literacy instruction is that it’s good for
every child, not just children with
dyslexia,” Oliver said. “From that
standpoint, the board saw it as a
very logical next step.”
Indiana universities have until 2019 to phase in the new reading instruction within REPA III, but
can move to implement it sooner.
Each institution will decide how
to incorporate the guidelines into
their programs.
Taylor Assistant Professor of Education Tammy Mahon teaches a
methods course to students seeking licensure in special education in
addition to elementary education.
Specifically, Mahon teaches how to
meet diverse learners’ needs, from
those who have high ability to those
with a disability.
Students learn a multisensory approach in the course. According to
Mahon, all children are uniquely
and wonderfully created by God and

learn differently, so Taylor’s Education Department is trying to help
teachers meet all students’ needs in
the classroom.
“Everyone can learn and grow,”
Mahon said. “Jeremiah 29 talks
about God having a plan for each
person, and so we need to see that
for every person.”
Under REPA III, additional university classes aren’t explicitly required. But Oliver thinks that in
order for most universities to comply with the new requirement, new
content will need to be incorporated into existing classes.
Concerning HB 1108, Mahon believes it will likely pass because it’s
about improving instruction. The
final outcome of the bill will dictate
how Taylor’s Education Department
looks at its courses (specifically
reading) and the courses’ content.
“Do we need a standalone course?”
Mahon said. “Do we need to add
depth to the current courses that we
have in reading? I know that we’re addressing the topic, but to meet it with
compliance to the new bill is what
we’ll have to look at.”
Mahon also teaches a course dealing with critical issues impacting professionals within special education.
One of the topics is how bills and new
laws may impact daily practice.
Education, like any field, is going
to change, according to Mahon.
Part of Taylor’s educational training process is preparing students to

Unpacking net neutrality
A look at the FCC’s new
internet regulations
Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

Feb. 26 marks the date when the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) controversially reclassified broadband Internet service as a
public utility. Many smaller websites
warmly welcomed the arrival of “net
neutrality.” But what does a neutral
net mean? What impact will it have
on the majority of Internet users
in America?

Much of the impetus for net
neutrality comes from the lack
of choices most Americans
face when choosing an
Internet service provider.
By reclassifying broadband Internet service as a telecommunications service rather than an
information service, Internet service providers now fall under Title
II regulations of the Telecommunications Act, which treats such services as a public utility.
This reclassification is meant to
ensure that the Internet is not divided into “fast-lanes,” or special premium broadband services available
to Internet and media companies
that can afford it, and artificially
throttled “slow-lanes” for the rest
of consumers.
Tom Wheeler, FCC chairman, believes Internet access is too important to allow broadband providers to

be the ones making the rules, The
New York Times reported.
The vote passed 3–2 along
party lines. Republican commissioners complain the new regulations are overreaching, vague
and unnecessary.
“The Internet is not broken,” Ajit
Pai, a Republican commissioner
said before the vote. “There is no
problem to solve.”
Republican commissioners worry
the plan’s expected regulations will
stifle the Internet industry’s continued growth, thus deterring further
private investment. Michael Powell,
a former Republican FCC chairman
and now head of the National Cable
and Telecommunications Association, expressed concerns that consumers would pick up the bill for
new regulations.
“(Consumers will) bear the burden of new taxes and increased
costs, and they will likely wait longer for faster and more innovative
networks since investment will slow
in the face of bureaucratic oversight,” Powell said.
Wheeler dismissed Republican
qualms about the potential economic ramifications. He believes
the revenue stream of Internet
service providers will not change,
even in the face of regulations, Reuters reported.
Supporters of the reclassification,
largely smaller Internet companies
and startups, celebrated the FCC’s
decision as evening the playing field
for Internet investment.
According to The New York Times,
Michael Beckerman, president of

Photograph provided by US News

Many small companies welcome the FCC’s Internet regulations while larger ones like Comcast oppose them.

the Internet Association, called the
FCC ruling a welcome step in the efforts to create strong, enforceable
net neutrality rules.
The reclassifying is expected to
draw lawsuits from wireless, cable
and broadband companies seeking
to overturn the FCC’s decision, Reuters reported.
The FCC’s ruling will require Internet service providers to act in the
public’s interest, and its new regulatory power will allow them to level
fines toward Internet service providers that are found to be acting
unreasonably, Al Jazeera reported.
The FCC reserves the right to determine the meaning of “unreasonable”
in the future.
Much of the impetus for net
neutrality comes from the lack of
choices most Americans face when
choosing an Internet service provider. According to a report by the
FCC, 21 percent of Americans don’t
have access to broadband, which
is defined by the FCC as any download speed higher than 25 megabits per second. Only 2 percent of
Americans have access to more
than one choice of broadband
provider. The ruling’s supporters
hope it will prevent these monolithic broadband providers from
exploiting their near-monopoly on
high-speed Internet.
Al Jazeera analyst Steve Friess
contends that the FCC’s ruling
marks a success for President
Obama as well. Given Obama’s
early focus on Internet access as
a fundamental right, he can consider this ruling another campaign
promise fulfilled.
According to David Segal, executive director of activist group Demand Progress, the Internet service
providers had it coming, Al Jazeera
reported. He commented saying Comcast and their cable allies
spent large amounts of money for
the right to degrade the very service they provide to their customers, while also trying to ignore the
millions of public comments in support of net neutrality.
“But they can’t ignore the FCC’s
vote yesterday, Segal said. “This . . .
is a message from the millions who
stood up to one of the most powerful special interests in Washington:
You can’t ignore the Internet.”

be professionals that advocate for
appropriate changes.
Indiana Wesleyan University
(IWU) in Marion, Ind., has already
begun integrating multisensory
instruction into some of its classes, according to Oliver, who is also
dean of the School of Educational
Leadership at IWU.
Indiana dyslexia groups, including Decoding Dyslexia and the International Dyslexia Association,
have also worked with IWU in the
past, hosting Orton-Gillingham (a
multi-sensory intervention) training workshops at the university.
“We’ve offered Orton-Gillingham
training, and we’ve had a number of
teachers voluntarily take that so it’d
be very easy for them (Indiana dyslexia
groups) to partner up with the universities, and that could be one approach

“We’re going to take a hard look
at whether we need new laws to
strengthen protections for all borrowers,
wherever you get your loans from.”
Obama issues executive order
creating a ‘student aid bill of rights’
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by which they satisfy the administrative rule,” Oliver said.
Overall, Oliver feels the response
to REPA III has been positive. At
a Solutions Saturday event last
week, over 230 teachers and parents attended to learn more about
structured literacy instruction and
multisensory technique, according to Oliver. He also hopes that
when new teachers go out into the
field, they can be a resource to veteran teachers who didn’t have that
training.
“We’re seeing more professional
educators ask for that kind of training, and I think what the board is
trying to do with the current rules
is ensure that future teachers that
are just starting in the training program, that when they come out
they are well prepared,” Oliver said.

Photograph provided by Lathan Stuart

Junior elementary education majors like Lathan Stuart will not be licensed under REPA III, but incoming education majors will.

Obama issues executive
order creating a ‘student
aid bill of rights’
Executive action
makes student debt
repayment easier
Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

Students overburdened by loans, worry no longer. Or at least, worry less.
President Barack Obama signed an
executive order on Tuesday designed
to help students manage their student loans, according to a White
House fact sheet.
In an appearance at Georgia Tech
in Atlanta, Ga., according to a transcript of his remarks distributed by
the White House, Obama called the
memorandum the “Student Aid Bill of
Rights,” emphasizing the importance
of being able to pay back student
loans in a timely and straightforward
manner. There, Obama stressed that
the memorandum was simply the beginning of a larger initiative to protect
student borrowers from exploitative
lending practices.
“We’re going to take a hard look
at whether we need new laws to
strengthen protections for all borrowers, wherever you get your loans
from,” Obama said.
The executive order is designed
to tweak current federal lending

policies, simplifying both the application process and the payment process for student loans.
Further, Obama’s executive action
requires banks that service federal
loans to provide clear information
to borrowers. The order stipulates
that any fees charged are reasonable
and that banks work with student
borrowers to ensure students who
struggle paying back their loans are
able to have an easier time doing so,
according to Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan.
According to a White House teleconference held with student reporters, the average college student who
borrows money to pay for school now
graduates with $28,000 in student
loan debt.
Obama expressed confidence
during the conference call that his administration’s work in student loan
reform has already made a difference.
The president also cited personal
experience with federal education aid
to make the case for the reform.
“Michelle and I have gone through
this ourselves,” Obama said. “We
wouldn’t be here where we are if it
weren’t for the fact that we got grants
and loans and work study. We’ve got
to make sure that those same tools
(remain) for young people.”

Photograph provided by Wikimedia Commons user Cropbot

Obama’s executive order is designed to tweak federal lending policies to students.
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How to

STANDit

A guide to loitering in the DC
Austin Lindner
Staff Writer

By now it should be common knowledge that the Dining Commons is
the ideal place for Taylor students to
gather as a community and do one
thing only—talk. Unfortunately, this
proves a little difficult when so many
out-of-the-loop people are rushing
around the cafeteria grabbing bites
of food and ruining your pleasant
conversations.
These days, trying to find a good
place between the food bars to stand
and chat for a few quick hours can
be tricky. For your convenience, here
is a quick list of ideal, secluded places to hang out with your besties in
the DC.

1. In front of the soda fountains
Since students at Taylor run on sunlight rather than water, hydration is
clearly no longer a necessary part
of student life. Luckily for you, this
makes the soda fountain a great place
to stand and talk for hours about your
collection of Snoopy bumper stickers.
No one is ever going to need a cup of
soda, tea or any refreshment whatsoever, so you definitely won’t be in anyone’s way. And if some crazy students
do happen to want to get by you to

fill their glasses, don’t bother moving
out of the way or adjusting your position to help them—they are clearly
the rude ones.

2. In front of the stairs
Next to or directly in front of the
staircase is another great place to
discuss your spiritual walk with a
group of people. The DC is a rare, exotic place that no one ever goes to, so
you won’t need to worry about people
entering or exiting the cafeteria area.
The staircase is so abandoned that
you can probably even take a seat and
rest your legs on the steps if you feel
like it. Don’t worry—nobody will need
to step over or around you, and if they
do they might need to do a little life
re-evaluating about why they’re in the
DC at lunchtime. Weirdos.
3. At the corner of the salad bar
This location is another perfect
corner of peace and quiet for a good
five-day conversation about the
pros and cons of Starbucks frappuccinos. If you can, try to wedge
yourself between the salad bar and
the health food section while still
standing in front of the gluten-free
fridge. It’s okay—no one at Taylor
eats salads or vegetables or has
any medical issue that might prohibit them from eating gluten, so
you won’t be rudely interrupted by

The Weekly
Nugget
“Chew on this…”
Will Severns
Columnist

Walk into Odle Gymnasium. Make
your way through either door on
the west-side wall, and climb one
flight of stairs. Take three steps and
you will arrive at a door fit for Frodo himself.
The Weekly Nugget for 3/13/15: Go
dabble in racquetball.
Many have passed by this door
without daring to venture inside.
And by “many have passed by this
door,” I should say hardly anyone
knows this door exists. Therefore, I
want to let you in on a campus secret that is the racquetball court is
sandwiched between the KSAC and
Odle Gym. Blink and you will miss
them, but the Nugget has you covered. Racquetball is the most underrated game you are not playing
right now. Don’t believe me? Take
this guy’s word for it. . . .
“I’ve always just shown up and
tried to figure out what’s for lunch
and am I going to get to play some
racquetball that night.” –Robert
Downey Jr.
That is the only quote I could find
on racquetball, but my love for the
game comes from a different kind of
hero: Bill Severns.
Ever since I was a wee lad I have
watched my father crush the spirits
of other middle-aged businessmen
on the court, and I’ve watched with
pride. He has always had a gift for
the game. I gave the ball a whack
here and there as I grew up. Each
time, my dad let me beat him. But
none of my friends ever showed
any interest in playing. And why
should anyone? Racquetball is a
lesser-known sport, and you play
in a sardine can (Taylor’s courts are
not regulation size, but still do the
job). But if you like tennis, releasing aggression or using what little
math you know to calculate the angles of the next possible shot, then

give racquetball a chance.
Chasing the tennis ball everywhere—across other courts, up at
the net—frustrates me, but growing up I was fascinated that a racquetball always bounces back to you.
Perfect!
Should you decide to try out racquetball, ask around to see if someone you know has a racquet and
ball you could borrow. Racquets are
cheap should you wish to buy one.
The rules (see Internet) are simple, and it will not take you long to
catch on.
Step inside this sorry excuse
for a door, and you will be walking on the same hardwood as some
of the greats: Jim Spiegel, Gary
Ross, Stephen Olson and, last but
not least, JR Briggs. All these men
are racquetball aficionados who
have sacrificed some serious daddy time to be the best. Competing against the aforementioned
giants of the game will forever be
a highlight of my TU experience. I
love the competition, but there is
something unmatched about the
fellowship this game brings. Plopping down outside the courts after
a hard-fought match and sharing meaning ful conversation will
make you glad you sought out this
hidden gym on campus.
My best friend Nate Scheibe (go
see his amazing artwork tonight in
Metcalf ) and I played a lot early in
college. One day, as we were walking
back to Wengatz from playing racquetball, we heard a familiar voice
in the wind.
“Y’all playin’ some racquetball?”
“Yes we were, Dr. Meadors!”
“(Chuckles) Yeahhh ain’t no better
stress reliever than hitting that little
blue ball around.”
If you cannot listen to Robert
Downey Jr., at least take our own Iron
Man’s word for it.
Write to Will_Severns@taylor.edu
for a FREE racquetball lesson. Sign up
now! Dates are filling fast!

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Standing around and talking at the DC should always be the priority.

someone trying to reach past you.
This area also isn’t near any tables
or at the crossroads between two
major seating areas, so you won’t
need to worry about blocking traffic either.

4. By the silverware containers
The final best-kept secret of DC

talking spots is right in front of the
metal containers for spoons, forks
and knives. Because most Taylor students are on a diet of Klondike bars
and corn on the cob, silverware is
highly impractical and unnecessary
for everyone. Fortunately for you,
this makes it a great place to chat
with your BFFs for hours on end. If

people accidentally bump into you
while they’re squeezing past you
to grab a fork, remember that they
are they ones inconveniencing you.
Make sure to give them a good glare
for a second or two before you return to talking about the trials and
tribulations of “Keeping Up with
the Kardashians.”

summer blackboard
What: online summer courses taught in Blackboard
When: summer term, May 26th – August 21st
Sign up: register in TOWER when you sign up for fall classes
Hassle-free: no extra permission or forms required
Tuition: $350/hr.

courses
BIB110 Biblical Literature I

HIS125 History of the US since 1877

BIB210 Biblical Literature II

HUM230 Art as Experience

BIB313 Romans

KIN100 Fitness for Life

CAS110 Public Speaking

KIN200R Running

CAS120 Interpersonal Communication

MAT110 Finite Mathematics

ECO201 Principles of Microeconomics

MAT120 Investigations in Mathematics

ECO202 Principles of Macroeconomics

PHI413 Contemporary Christian Belief

ENG110 Expository Writing

PSY100 Introduction to Psychology

ENG230 World Literature

REL313 Historic Christian Belief

EXS402 Admin of Human Performance

SOC220 Ethnic & Minority Issues

HIS124 History of the US to 1877

@TaylorUOnline

#SuBb

online.taylor.edu/summer

“Oh crap, it’s the first week of school and
we’ve already lost half of our freshmen.”
PA pranks and legends
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PA pranks and legends
The hall of fame of the best
and craziest PA experiences
Gracie Fairfax
Staff Writer

Most schools call them Resident
Assistants, but we give the job a
personal Taylor touch and lovingly refer to them as “Personnel Assistants.”
They’re your shoulder to cry on,
your best friend during polar pop
runs, your favorite person to prank
and your worst enemy when you’re
breaking the rules. But you love them.
They’re fierce. They’re fun. They’re
the PAs of Taylor.
These are their stories.
Stowaway Girl
Gerardo Lara, First Bergwall PA
My sophomore year I was a PA,
and a football player comes into my
room looking like he’s on the verge
of tears. He says, “I’m sorry to do
this, but I’m a football captain, and
I have to be responsible.” I was like
“What’s going on?” He said, “Patrick has someone in the room, and
I already asked her to leave and she
wouldn’t.”
So I go get my other PA, and he follows me. I go into the room and I see
him on the couch. I just see some girl’s

Photograph provided by Brynna Poling

Brynna Poling and Jesslyn Ridge are closer than
ever after everything they’ve been through.

head, and they’re cuddling under the
covers on the couch. So I’m like, “Hey
Patrick, she needs to leave.” And he
goes, “Fine, but can she put on her
shirt first?” I’m sweating profusely,
and then I find out it’s just a wig on
a golf club.
Fake You Out
Brynna Poling, Second West Olson PA
Last year, for some reason, there
would just be poop on the toilet seat
or on the floor. I don’t know why. I
was like, “Girlfriend, we know that
the DC can have some interesting
eats, but seriously, week after week?
What are you eating? Get some fiber or don’t get some fiber. Keep it
in and aim. You’re sitting down.” It
was disgusting.
That was last year—my first
year being a PA. This year, two of
my freshmen come up to me and
they’re like, “Brynna, you have to go
in the bathroom.” So I go into the
bathroom, look at the toilet seat
and there’s poop on the toilet seat.
So I take the toilet paper, pick up
the poop, I’m just about to flush it
and they’re like, “No, no!” I’m was
like, “What, it’s poop. Why, do you
want?” They’re like, “It’s fake poop.
We just wanted to freak you out.”
I’m just like, “Who buys fake poop?”

Fugitive Frenzy
Rachel Cook, Second East Olson PA
It’s Welcome Weekend, and we’re
playing Fugitive with our brother
wing and so we say, “meet back by
this time (11), and you lose if it’s any
later.” So we’re waiting and waiting,
and there are like six freshmen who
are missing. We’re like, “Oh crap,
it’s the first week of school and
we’ve already lost half of our freshmen.” So we’re like, “We gotta just
call them.”
So we call them and we’re like,
“Hey guys where are you? What’s
going on?” And they go, “I think
we’re lost. We’re at Burger King.”
They had walked all the way from

Photograph provided by Gerardo Lara

PAs Gerardo Lara and Mike Prihoda are
survivors of a sweat-inducing prank.

campus to Burger King in the game
of Fugitive.
Leader of the Pack
Chris Jordan, Second Center Wengatz PA
One of my favorite PA memories was pretending like I was
William Wallace on the beach of
Lake Michigan and leading the
men of Second Center into the
cold stormy waters.
Crabby Residents
Camila Chiang, Third Breuninger
PA
This one time there were two girls
on our floor. It was probably like the
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first month of school. Just got done
with PA training. Ready to be PA. So
these two girls live right across the
hall from me and they keep screaming. I’m like “What is going on?”
So I come in, and it’s pretty late at
night and they’re like, “We’re trying
to find our pet crab!” I’m like, “Pet
crab? Is that even allowed?” So we
were finally able to put it back into
its fi sh bowl. It was in a fi sh bowl
home. It was my first PA-save-theday experience.
Animal Farm
Parker Rea, Third East Wengatz PA
When we were taking finals, we
found a raccoon in the toilet. So
that was interesting . . . There were
ducks in the room next to me. Or
maybe it was baby chickens. No,
baby ducks—baby ducklings that
didn’t fly well.

Taylor PAs are the ringleaders of wings like Third East Wengatz.

Photograph provided by Grason Poling

Bi-Weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Kayleigh
Sisson

Lucas
Sweitzer

“My spirit animal
is a flying squirrel.”

“My last girlfriend threw up
in my car on my
birthday. So, the
bar is low.”

Photograph provided by Kayleigh Sission

Photograph provided by Lucas Sweitzer

To nominate someone you know and love to be the next bachelor or bachelorette, email echonewslifeandtimes@gmail.com

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Tobi Ballantine @
 tobiballantine
Oﬀ campus housing decision
time: when everyone develops
extremely horrible allergies.
#tayloru
Sabrina Alaniz @
 princess_burna
Chicken Noodle Soup at the grille
means nothing else that happens
today matters. #perfection
#TaylorU
Kelli Jean Collins @
 Kelli_Jean_
The sun is shining, my
room is clean and we are
g-*GASP* my room is clean!
#TaylorU #CollegeLife
#ﬁrsttimeforeverything
Sara Andler @
 sara_andler13
Taylor University: where two
students choose to walk past $10
laying on the ground rather than
picking it up. #TaylorU
Mary Liston @maryliston
Hey guys, just in case you missed
the memo: it’s foggy outside.
#tayloru #twitterweatherupdates
Abbi Campbell @AbbiCampbell22
Quietly, slowly, the longboarders
emerge from their long winter rest.
It is spring at #tayloru

@rachelvantries: The one time I took 14 of my
friends to a Pacers game. #tayloru

@dangerneel: My #selfie from #taylorU chapel this morning. #tuyc15

A&E

Sarah Coss has photographs that investigate
the line between beautiful and awkward
in the human body and Callie Haven
explores deadly places with her series of
photographic portraits.
An art observed

TheEchoNews.com
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Wind Ensemble and William Taylor
Taylor history comes
to life through unique
musical performance
Sarah Davis
Contributor

Photograph provided by Leah Murphy

You may be vaguely familiar with
that one painting on campus—
the one of the bearded bishop after whom this fine university was
named. Believe it or not, William
Taylor was a lot more than his perfectly fanned facial hair.
He’ll be in Indianapolis this weekend to prove it.
The Taylor Wind Ensemble will
perform “Golden Sounds of the
American West” tomorrow at the
Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians and Western Art.
Along with music from the
45-member band, junior vocal performance major Evan Koons will
narrate the concert through a historical enactment of William Taylor’s life. Koons will portray Taylor’s
role in ministry as a young preacher
in California during the mid-1800s.
Music department chair and professor Al Harrison was invited to
perform by the CEO of the Eiteljorg
during the Leland Boren-sponsored
“The Spirit of the American West”
exhibit last semester. Harrison began researching the theme and asking students for music suggestions
back in December.
“The premise of the museum
this year is the great American
gold rushes,” Harrison said. “A lot
of the pieces we are playing have

this great Americana feel to them.
There is a zesty and rhythmic vitality that really makes you feel like you
are in the West.”
The Wind Ensemble sets the
scene and gives an audible backstory to Koons’s visual presentation. Koons sings one hymn and
performs a spoken script written
by Harrison.
“Dr. Harrison has helped me so
much throughout this process,”
Koons said. “He is so smart and passionate about history. From him I
have learned more about research
and how to fully devote myself to
a character.”
Both Harrison and Koons agree
there is much to learn from the passionate way William Taylor lived his
life. Through reading pieces of Taylor’s memoirs and writings, Koons
said he has not only grown in his
acting abilities but also in his faith.
“Taylor is such a great example of
what it’s like to live for God,” Koons
said. “He is a neat man to aspire to,
and I want to portray him well and
do the part justice.”
Because the concert is in Indianapolis, Harrison doesn’t expect a
huge crowd from Taylor students
or faculty. However, on April 15,
the concert set will be repeated
on campus. The event will be expanded to include pieces about the
Civil War, with a tribute to Abraham Lincoln.
“This concert’s success isn’t
based on numbers so much,” Harrison said. “It’s really more about
relationships and doing something

special that connects Taylor University to the Eiteljorg and the Boren
legacy. William Taylor’s ministry
during the gold rush is an interesting link most of us don’t even know
about. This time in history was all
about greed and self-indulgence.
Taylor’s legacy is his countercultural desire for spreading the truth

“Taylor is such a great example
of what it’s like to live for God,”
Koons said. “He is a neat man to
aspire to, and I want to portray
him well and do the part justice.”
of rich fulfillment in Christ alone.”
Discounted admission rates for
Taylor faculty, staff, students and
alumni families include admission
to all exhibits in the museum. Tickets purchased at the door are $10
for adults, $8 for seniors, $4 for children (age 5–17) and children under
4 are admitted free. Complimentary
parking is available, and a reception for Taylor alumni will follow
the concert.
Because Koons is portraying Taylor in his mid-20s, the notorious
beard will be abandoned for this
performance. However, the resemblance between Koons and young
William Taylor is striking.
Those involved hope this creative opportunity to learn more
about that bearded guy our school
is named after will inspire an increased appreciation and interest
in Taylor’s history.

Evan Koons will portray William Taylor in “Golden Sounds of the American West.”

An art observed
Seniors prepare for
final studio art show
David Seaman
A&E Editor

Every artist is different. Their experiences, their memories, their thoughts
are all their own. The art they create
is a description of human life. Artists
participate with what they have created. In the process, they become integrated, not distant, observers.
“Not Distant Observers” is the name
for the senior studio art show, presented today from 5:30–8 p.m. in Metcalf
Gallery. Ten senior art majors will
showcase their work, which consists
of drawings, sculptures, prints, photography, ceramics and more. Even
zoo exhibits will be involved.
“(My piece) is a field museum exhibit featuring taxidermies that I am borrowing from the Biology Department,”
said Austin Smith, who created a custom major tailored toward zoo and
museum exhibit design. He’s merging his passions of biology and art for
the show. “This exhibit is a combination of sculptural work, illustration
and graphic design along with a large
quantity of research into the ecology
and natural history of the location and
species I am featuring.”
Most students presenting pieces of
art have been working on their pieces
for the majority of the year, according
to Sarah Cook. Art majors also took
a senior thesis course, taught in the
fall and spring semesters by art professors Josh Welker and Suzie Dittenber, to prepare for the show.
“Our ideas and our work have been

critiqued by the faculty at Taylor, visiting artists and our classmates, and
each artist has worked to create art
that is both technically and conceptually excellent,” Cook said.
That excellence is apparent to Welker. He says that Cook has created
apocalyptic imagery that would make
William Blake proud, and Smith’s
three 15-foot banners could hang
outside of any museum. Sarah Coss
has photographs that investigate the
line between beautiful and awkward
in the human body and Callie Haven
explores deadly places with her series
of photographic portraits.
Welker also explained that Callie
Taff ’s coil pots are elegant, whereas
Isaac Gilmore’s have bites taken out of
them. Yeqian Zhao carved owls from
books and drew everything he owns
onto a very large piece of paper. Mariel Heins has created bone drawings
through lithography, and Tim Miller and Nate Scheibe have combined
their talents to build furniture and
wall pieces.
This creative work reflects the
theme of “Not Distant Observers,”
which comes from an article by Wendell Berry titled “Style and Grace.”
“Every artist in the show has experienced dialogue between life and art,”
Cook said. “Art isn’t just for artists, and
we’re looking forward to sharing our
work with our families, our friends
and this campus.”
“Not Distant Observers” premieres
today from 5:30–8 p.m. in the Metcalf
Gallery. Admission is free and refreshments will be provided. The show runs
until spring break.

Photograph provided by Josh Welker

The senior art show “Not Distant Observers” will be hosted today from 5:30–8 p.m.

Photograph provided by mic-flickr.com

Photograph provided by band-flickr.com

Expect a new experience
Son Lux will perform today at the Student Union at 8 p.m.

Son Lux brings unique
sound and high
energy to concert
Laura Koenig
Contributor

You may be vaguely familiar with that
one painting on campus—the one of
the bearded bishop after whom this
fine university was named. Believe it
or not, William Taylor was a lot more
than his perfectly fanned facial hair.
He’ll be in Indianapolis this weekend
to prove it.
The Taylor Wind Ensemble will perform “Golden Sounds of the American
West” tomorrow at the Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians and Western Art. Along with music from the
45-member band, junior vocal performance major Evan Koons will narrate
the concert through a historical enactment of William Taylor’s life. Koons
will portray Taylor’s role in ministry as
a young preacher in California during
the mid-1800s.
Music department chair and professor Al Harrison was invited to perform

by the CEO of the Eiteljorg during the
Leland Boren-sponsored “The Spirit of the American West” exhibit last
semester. Harrison began researching the theme and asking students for
music suggestions back in December.
“The premise of the museum this
year is the great American gold rushes,” Harrison said. “A lot of the pieces
we are playing have this great Americana feel to them. There is a zesty and
rhythmic vitality that really makes you
feel like you are in the West.”
The Wind Ensemble sets the scene
and gives an audible backstory to
Koons’s visual presentation. Koons
sings one hymn and performs a spoken script written by Harrison.
“Dr. Harrison has helped me so
much throughout this process,” Koons
said. “He is so smart and passionate about history. From him I have
learned more about research and how
to fully devote myself to a character.”
Both Harrison and Koons agree
there is much to learn from the passionate way William Taylor lived his
life. Through reading pieces of Taylor’s
memoirs and writings, Koons said he

has not only grown in his acting abilities but also in his faith.
“Taylor is such a great example of
what it’s like to live for God,” Koons
said. “He is a neat man to aspire to,
and I want to portray him well and do
the part justice.”
Because the concert is in Indianapolis, Harrison doesn’t expect a huge
crowd from Taylor students or faculty.
However, on April 15, the concert set
will be repeated on campus. The event
will be expanded to include pieces
about the Civil War, with a tribute to
Abraham Lincoln.
“This concert’s success isn’t based
on numbers so much,” Harrison said.
“It’s really more about relationships
and doing something special that
connects Taylor University to the Eiteljorg and the Boren legacy. William
Taylor’s ministry during the gold rush
is an interesting link most of us don’t
even know about. This time in history was all about greed and self-indulgence. Taylor’s legacy is his
countercultural desire for spreading the truth of rich fulfillment in
Christ alone.”

“
i

OPINIONS

Same-sex attraction is nothing new, and
it’s obviously not going away. As a writer
who strives for realism and honesty in my
work, I don’t see a problem with what the
showrunners are doing.
A gay teen kiss? Meh
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The O-ther side
O Leader hiring
system honored

Hannah Guske
Contributor

Speaking as one of these “glorified
camp counselors,” who has served
two (going on three) years in the First
Year Experience (FYE) program, the
“N-O group” article in last week’s The
Echo made me incredibly sad.
Nichole Parks stated some valid points as someone who may not
know what FYE’s value and goals are.
I am concerned others might also
be unaware of the importance of
O Group and the leader hiring process.

In defense of the program, here’s
the other side.

1. Attitude check
I’m sure most of you
remember arriving on campus
freshman year
for Welcome
Weekend and
being greeted
by the smiling faces of
O Group
Leaders who
were ready to
help unload your
overstuffed van.
O Leaders are often the

first faces of Taylor a freshman encounters. They aid freshmen in the difficult
transition into college by by mentoring
students, befriending them and showing them how life at TU works.
O Leading is a perfect example of
servant leadership. O Leaders serve
the freshmen. It’s not about the incentive or stipend. It’s not about what
you get—it’s about what you give.
Ironically enough, the concept of servant leadership is one topic you should
have learned in O Group. And if it was
not covered in your O Group, then your
O Leaders failed to fulfill their duties,
which leads me to my next point. . . .

2. Unqualified willingness
Like any job anywhere ever, not
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everyone is qualified. Each position requires certain skills and attitudes. Just because a person is willing
does not mean they should be hired.
O Leaders are pivotal in a freshman’s
experience; they can set the tone for a
freshman’s first semester—either positively or negatively.

3. I love you, Shawnda Freer.
Shawnda has been fighting for
this program for over 10 years. She
is fantastic and passionate about
her role as the head of FYE. Think
about the return rate of O Leaders
like me. If three years of volunteering isn’t a testament to her wonderful leadership, I don’t know what is.
As one of the 200-odd students
around campus who have worked
for her, I can say Shawnda is one of
the most incredible people I’ve ever
met. I hope to one day possess half
of the character and integrity that
Shawnda Freer has.

In defense of real opinions
Editorials should
initiate discussion

Lucas Sweitzer
Contributor
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Last Friday, for the first time in too
long, I read an article in The Echo’s
Opinions section I intensely opposed.
The article, written by Nichole Parks,
took issue with the O Group leader selection process (and the ensuing barrage of emails about said process) in
a particularly snarky way. As I read
the piece, I started seething over the
aggressive manner in which Shawnda Freer was singled out, because I
(as most former O Group leaders do)
view Shawnda as one of the kindest
people at Taylor.
But, as I finished the article, I
couldn’t help but be pleased. Why?
Because even though I disagreed with
it—thoroughly disagreed with it—at
least it was a real opinion. For a new
Opinions editor, Nichole is one for one
in my book. Two for two if you include

her hilarious editorial about courting
earlier this year.
Throughout the weekend, I asked
students what they thought of the article. I was disappointed in the popular
answer. People (at least those I talked
to) were happy to disparage the article—but not planning on writing any
kind of response. I heard one group
that considered writing something but
wasn’t sure. Mainly, people just said
they thought The Echo shouldn’t have
run it. And on that front, I couldn’t disagree more.
I edited The Echo’s Opinions section during my sophomore year, Fall
2012–Spring 2013 (save for an embarrassingly ill-advised three-week stint
as local news editor). During this time,
every section had an objective—mine
was “create commentary and open discussion for the Taylor community by
illuminating opposing perspectives.”
When I started writing an article,
or when I received a student submission, one of the first checks it had to
pass was the “does-anyone-actual-

ly-disagree-with-this?” test. If there
are only two people on campus who
are going to disagree, it’s probably not
worth publishing because it’s not contributing to a discussion.
Articles about adult trick-or-treating? Criticizing Kim Kardashian? Reminding us that death toll numbers
from Palestine represent real people? These are technically opinions,
but do they create a discussion? No.
They’re okay pieces of writing, but
they elicit nothing in response. They
leave the Opinions page falling short
of its objective.
To accomplish this objective, the
Opinions section needs to regularly feature editorials that might make
you angry; the editorials might provoke you to write something back.
That’s what the beginning of an opinionated conversation feels like. Lean
in to that feeling.
At Taylor, we say we want a community of boldly authentic individuals.
Well, sometimes that means conflict.
When confronted with opinions we

A gay teen kiss? Meh
Young adult smooch
harmless, realistic
David Seaman
A&E Editor

A little-known show on ABC Family caused a big stir on the Web on
March 2. “The Fosters,” currently in
its second season, focuses around the
story of a lesbian, biracial couple and
their family of biological and fostered
children, according to The Huffington Post.
Two boys share a history of friendship. There’s Jude (played by 14-yearold actor Hayden Byerly) and his best
friend Connor (played by 15-year-old
Gavin MacIntosh). Connor has a girlfriend but is confused about his sexuality. That’s where Jude comes in;
he thinks he’s gay and feels led on by
Connor’s attention. They argue for
a bit.
And then they kiss. They don’t have
sex; they don’t even make out. Their
smooch lasted five seconds . . . but
people reacted right away.
Gay rights organizations such as
GLAAD praised the scene. “Fosters”
co-creator Bradley Bredeweg defended the airing of the youngest gay kiss
on television.
“Everyone has a first kiss and you
remember it,” Bredeweg said in an
article to The Wrap. “Ninety percent of people who have an answer
come back and say, ‘I was 12, 13 and
14 years old,’ and I say, ‘Exactly. It was
time to see this, time to put this up
for the world.’”
Conservative groups were less
than pleased. Michael L. Brown,
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Five-second gay teen kiss causes a fiery reaction.

conservative author and radio host
of “In the Line of Fire,” stated in the
Christian Post that he found the scene
to be “heartbreaking, not heartwarming, tragic, and not terrific” while going on to decry the example it set for
young teenage boys.
My response? Big deal. I watched
the episode. Do I think it’s okay for
two teenage boys to kiss? Personally,
I don’t. But the kiss was chaste and
innocent. Neither of the kids are actually confirmed as gay on the show;
they’re confused about their sexuality, and Connor may regret his actions

and go back to his girlfriend.
Overall, it felt realistic. I am sure
there are kids out there who have
kissed around the age of 13, gay or
straight. It’s what kids do. It’s like
that now, and it was like that years
before. Same-sex attraction is nothing new, and it’s obviously not going away.
As a writer who strives for realism and honesty in my work, I don’t
see a problem with what the showrunners are doing. The show has
an agenda, like most shows. But it’s
pursuing events in a more natural,
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In regard to her numerous emails,
these were sent prior to the interview
process, as we were short of the
64 applicants necessary
to fill all O Leader positions. The emails
were not sent because Shawnda
was unhappy
with the applicants she’d already received.
To anyone
who had a negative experience concerning
O Groups, I would
like to speak for the entire FYE program and apologize to you all. No program is perfect,
and we would be the first to admit
this fact.
I could not be more excited to begin
my third year serving on FYE. I hope
to see you there.
disagree with, our response shouldn’t
be to withdraw and only discuss topics
with like-minded friends. That’s how
echo chambers are formed. Instead,
we should convert that energy into a
reaction—a written piece explaining
why that opinion is wrong to you and
giving your preferred alternative.
Our community needs a few more
2011–model Mark Taylors (a reference
that might be lost on everyone except
the seniors). People who are willing
to state their case strongly and meet
equal and opposite reactions.
In regard to the O Group article:
was it imperfect? Sure. Too aggressive? Maybe, although I do think
that’s been a little overstated in conversations I’ve had around campus.
But does that mean it shouldn’t have
been published? Of course not. The actual problem will be if this is the only
response “The Echo” receives about
Nichole’s editorial.
So maybe “N-O group” will mark
a shift. Let the Opinions section be
a place where students feel they can
truly share what they think, even if it
seems a little rude. If you disagree with
something you read there, don’t just
grouse to your friends. Participate.
realistic way that doesn’t overly push
its views. It’s presenting the story of a family and two kids as they
struggle with real-world problems
and challenges.
Compare “The Fosters” to another
show with gay characters, “Glee.” That
show makes sure to push its agenda
every chance it can get. It’s romanticized, unrealistic and moralizing take
on gay issues a few seasons ago was
artificial and poorly-executed.
The gay character, Kurt—clearly “Glee” creator Ryan Murphy’s pet
project—comes off as irritating and
arrogant, a smug prima donna who
is not very sympathetic. His romance
with Blaine felt thrown together, and
the characters Santana and Brittany’s
lesbian relationship did too.
Most of the show was and is a
case of “look how gay we are!” And
the results? Ask anyone today if
they still unironically watch “Glee,”
which ran out of plotlines after the
third season and is scraping by in
the ratings.
“The Fosters,” at least so far, isn’t
“Glee.” The show knows what it’s doing and how to naturally confront
same-sex attraction without pushing
or sentimentalizing it. So forgive me
for not getting too up-in-arms with
“The Fosters.”
Issues related to same-sex attraction should definitely be discussed,
but there’s a lot of other stuff on TV
that needs just as much attention.
Why was the returning episode of my
favorite comic book show “Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D” rated TV-PG despite showing a bloody gunshot to the head?
Why do people put up with “The
Bachelor” even though Chris Soules
probably gave thirty women mono
by making out with each of them? I’d
rather we talk about those kinds of issues before bringing up two boys who
brushed lips for several seconds.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by contributing an editorial to nicholenparks@gmail.com by Wednesday
at 5 p.m. Submissions are final and are edited for content and clarity. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“In the finals, the athletes showed tremendous heart
and determination to compete well. I was extremely
impressed with them and their fight all the way to
the finish.”
Rewriting the record books
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Rewriting
the record
books
Hall, Berends stand out in successful
championship showing

Photographs provided by TU Sports Information

(Above) Matt Hall set a school record in the 5,000 meter race with a 14:52.43 time. (Middle) Sarina Oleson, Elaine Schmeltz, Courtney Thompson and Alex Berends received All-American honors in the DMR. (Bottom) Berends broke a record of her own in the 3,000 meter run with a 10:05.73 time.

Kyle Keck

Sports Writer

The Trojans triumphed at the NAIA Indoor Track & Field Championships
last weekend as four of Taylor’s 14
competing athletes earned All-American honors.
The women’s distance medley relay
(DMR) team paced its way to a fifthplace finish, clocking in at 12:11.32.
The team consisted of senior Elaine
Schmeltz, juniors Courtney Thompson and Sarina Oleson and freshman
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PREVIEW
Softball
Schedule

3/13 Purdue University Calumet (A) 12:00
P.M
3/17 Grace 3:00 P.M.
3/20 Goshen (A) 3:00 P.M.
3/21 Indiana Wesleyan 4:00 P.M.

baseball
Schedule

3/13 Siena Heights 12:00 P.M.
3/14 Concordia University 1:00 P.M.
3/17 Lourdes University 2:00 P.M.
3/19 Marian University 2:00 P.M.
3/21 Marian University (A) 1:00 P.M.

Women’s Golf
Schedule

3/16 Cumberlands Invitational (A) 12:00 P.M.
3/17 Cumberlands Invitational (A) 9:00 A.M.

Tennis
Schedule

3/21 Trine University 11:00 A.M.

Track & Field
Schedule

3/21 Wabash Invitational (A) 12:00 P.M.

The Echo Sports
NEWS STORIES/
PHOTOS
QR READER

Alex Berends. The fast four collectively earned All-American honors on the
final day of the championships. They
qualified for the DMR finals on Saturday with a school record-breaking
time of 12:01.27
For Berends, the DMR All-American
honor is just one of two prestigious
awards earned over the weekend. Berends broke another school record in the
3,000 meter run with a time of 10:05.73,
finishing at fourth place in her heat and
catapulting her to the finals. The freshman phenom placed eighth in the 3,000
meter finals in 10:09.55, giving her another All-American honor and just under an
hour to prepare for the DMR finals.
After earning All-American honors at
the NAIA Cross Country Championships
in the fall, Berends is now a three-time
All-American as a freshman with the
outdoor season yet to begin.
“Qualifying for finals was a really exciting moment for me,” Berends said. “I’ve
never raced an indoor season before,
so this whole experience was very new.
These honors are something I feel I’ve
been lucky enough to receive rather than
something I’ve accomplished through
myself. I feel incredibly lucky to be where
I’m at right now.”
Not only did the women find success
at the championships, but the men did
as well. Sophomore Matt Hall broke a
school record in the 5,000 meter run
with a time of 14:52.43, which was good
enough for an eighth place finish in the
semi-final heat and the 12th and final
spot in the finals. The reigning All-Crossroads League and All-American runner
earned his first appearance in the 5,000
meter indoor finals.
The 5,000 meter finals came with
quite the controversy. As the race was
nearing its end, meet officials rang the
final lap bell one lap too soon. Many
runners finished a lap early. Meet officials discussed the error and shortened the race to 4,700 meters, with
finishing times based on the shortened race.
Although many runners ran a shortened race, Hall ran the full 5,000 meters due to his position at the time of
the bell-ringing mistake. Hall finished
the 4,700 meter race at 12th place with
a time of 14:40.72.

“It’s a privilege to have the opportunity to compete at nationals against the
best athletes in the NAIA,” Hall said. “The
better the competition, the more I’m
pushed to my limits and have the best
chance to run a new personal record.
It’s also a great opportunity to represent Taylor well to the rest of the schools
competing at nationals.”
The rest of Taylor’s competing athletes chipped in solid performances
as well. Senior Kenny Higgins was the
only Trojan field event athlete to qualify for the championships and narrowly
missed the finals with a heave of 15.63
meters in the weight throw.
Senior Brandan Wilchombe competed in the 60 meter hurdles but came up
short in the preliminaries with a time
of 8.56. Sophomore Tanner Dye made
his national championship debut, running a mile time of 4:23.85 in the semifinal race, which was not fast enough to
qualify for the finals.
Other notable performances that just
missed the finals included the women’s
4x800 meter relay, the women’s 5,000
meter run and the women’s mile run.
The 4x800 meter relay team of junior
Jane Hawks, senior Jenna Norris and
freshmen Shelby Wilson and Oleson
crossed the finish line at 9:30.53. The
5,000 meter run included sophomore
Hannah Schroeder (18:19.87), senior Allison Steinbeck (18:34.24) and junior Anissa Richards (18:51.97). Schmeltz finished

the semifinals of the mile run with a
time of 5:14.40.
With a plethora of Taylor athletes
competing at the championships, coach
David Neville was the first to notice how
strongly his team performed.
“Overall I feel like we did a great job
competing at indoor nationals,” Neville
said. “In the finals, the athletes showed
tremendous heart and determination to compete well. I was extremely

impressed with them and their fight all
the way to the finish.”
The Taylor track and field teams
will now use its indoor season success to propel itself to an exciting outdoor season.
“I believe that we are a growing
team both in heart and talent,” Neville
said. “I’m confident that there will be
much success as we move to the outdoor season.”
Athlete of the Week

Alex Lovelace
Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Greenwood, Ind.

Position

Centerfield

Pump-Up Song

“Shakedown (LOUDPVCK Remix)” by Jackal

Funniest teammate

Maddie Cornell aka “Maddawg”

Favorite softball memory

When an umpire threw himself out of the
game over a contested call

Key stat

Crossroads Player of the Week (Feb 22-28)
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